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Sinfonia is an evening sipping good wine with friends,

but also rainy afternoons in the company of a book. It

is a refined sofa, for spending time alone and with

others, pleasant to look at and welcoming for lying

down. It is elegance of shapes and softness of volumes.

As notes on a score, all its elements combine to create

a harmonious whole, designed to satisfy the eye

without sacrificing comfort.
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Technical features

Structure

Solid wood structure with springing in

crossed elastic belts with a high rubber

content. High resilience polyurethane

foam padding composed of different

layers with different densities. High-

weight thermo-bonded fiber coating

coupled with cotton cloth.

Upholstery

The upholstery is available in all the

fabrics and leathers of the Mussi

collection. The upholstery of the cushions

and the structure is enriched by a profile

in cotton and acetate gros grain in

different colors.

Cushions

Seat cushions padding in Assopiuma

Ivory label certified goose down (90%

goose down, 10% duck feather)

channeled into an Assopiuma certified

breathable cotton cover. Cushion support

in high resilience polyurethane foam with

different densities shaped for a correct

positioning of the back cushions. Back

cushions padding in Assopiuma Gold

label certified channeled goose down

(over 90% goose down). Assopiuma

certified breathable cotton containment

lining. On request: cushions in high

resilience polyurethane foam covered

with heatbound fiber.

Removability

The upholstery of the structure and

cushions is completely removable by

opening the hinges and by detaching the

Velcro anchor. The lining is removable in

both fabric and leather versions.

Bases

Feet in turned solid wood dyed matt

black.

Sitting comfort

Sofa with generous seat, depth is

adjustable with the addition of additional

cushions.

Maintenance

Squeezing is necessary for the correct

maintenance of the feather cushions:

slam the cushions vigorously in order to

rearrange the feathers inside.

Warnings

When washing the fabric cover, follow the

indications on the product sheet and

cover the Velcro parts that could damage

the fabric during washing. The soft

padding will give the cover a natural

softer and more aged appearance over

the time.
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Technical specifications

Sofa 193 cm - D193  Sofa 213 cm - D213

Sofa 233 cm - D233  Sofa 263 cm - D263

Sofa 293 cm - D293  Sofa 323 cm - D323
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Central Element 142 cm - C142  Central Element 162 cm - C162

Central Element 182 cm - C182  Central Element 212 cm - C212

Central Element 242 cm - C242  Central Element 272 cm - C272

Terminal Element 169 cm - T169  Terminal Element 169 cm - T169
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Terminal Element 189 cm - T189  Terminal Element 189 cm - T189

Terminal Element 209 cm - T209  Terminal Element 209 cm - T209

Terminal Element 239 cm - T239  Terminal Element 239 cm - T239

Terminal Element 269 cm - T269  Terminal Element 269 cm - T269
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Terminal Element 299 cm - T299  Terminal Element 299 cm - T299

Central Element with Coffee Table 212 cm - C212T50  Central Element with Coffee Table 242 cm - C242T60

Central Element with Coffee Table 272 cm - C272T60  Central Element with Coffee Table 272 cm - C272T60

Chaise-longue 119 cm - CL119  Chaise-longue 119 cm - CL119
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Chaise-longue 160 cm - CL160  Chaise-longue 160 cm - CL160

Sectional element 172 cm - A172  Sectional Element 114 cm - A114  Pouf 114 cm - PF114

Armrest 111 cm - B26
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